SPECIALISTS IN
EMPLOYMENT LAW CONTENT
Source the right answers, right away

Your Employment Law Partner
Expert advice, clear guidance

Employment is governed by a web of industrial relations, work health and safety, discrimination and compensation laws.
Businesses and the lawyers that advise them must navigate this legislative web and be across the implications of the
legislation, awards, agreements and contracts, plus the myriad of cases that interpret these provisions.
With Wolters Kluwer and our legal content specialists as your employment law partner, you have instant access to all the
information and insight you need to get the best result for your client, cementing and enhancing the relationship.

Practical support
Wolters Kluwer’s Employment Law Practice Area delivers up-to-the-minute intelligence on the complex framework
governing the employment relationship. Our trusted analysis, comprehensive information and best-practice templates and
tools support you and your team whether you are helping your clients to mitigate risk by developing policies, contracts
and systems, responding to calls for advice, or supporting them through dispute resolution.
Comprehensive and rapid news alerts mean you never miss a thing, ensuring you are fully informed and up to date.

Tangible Value
With more time, you can develop a closer relationship with your clients. Our Employment Law Practice Area allows you to
confidently handle employment matters, provide accurate advice, and stay informed - with the information you require at
your fingertips.
You will be able to:
 Access practical yet detailed commentary
 Utilise a wide range of precedents and policy templates
 Be across regular case reporting of relevant Fair Work
Commission and court decisions

 Operate a seamless workflow with practice tools such
as roadmaps, case tables, procedural checklists,
easy-to-navigate topic overviews and case digests
 Set up targeted news alerts

 Have access to key legislation with links to relevant
rules, regulations, forms, commentary and summaries of
important cases for each provision of the Fair Work Act

Accelerated research: Fair Work Act Partner
The Act Partner is a unique research tool providing key resources on any given section of the Fair Work Act.
It places the section text, related regulations and rules, key commentary and cases and relevant forms and
precedents at your fingertips. Curated by our expert team, the Act Partner ensures you have everything
necessary to commence your analysis without spending precious time sifting through what you don’t.
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Speak with us if you’re interested in any of these additional practice areas:
 Contract law

 Workers compensation law
 Work health and safety law
 Discrimination law
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 Risk and compliance law
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